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1. INTRODUCTION 
Following the reactor accident in Three Mile Island most western European countries with 
nuclear power reactors started a huge safety upgrade work to improve not only reactor safety 
but also the introduction of mitigating systems that would minimize consequences of a severe 
reactor accident. Further to this also emergency preparedness arrangements were made: 
alarm criteria, on-site and off-site emergency structures and plans to protect population and 
environment. Following also the Chernobyl accident in 1986, many countries started the 
development of dispersion codes to calculate and better predict the radioactive release impact 
of such an event.  

However, follow-ups of the Chernobyl accident in the mid 90ties revealed the need for an 
earlier start of assessing the actual severity of an accident to efficiently succeed in emergency 
response actions. By looking into the NPP, at the state of fission product barriers and critical 
safety systems, the magnitude of a potential radioactive release could be predicted in a timely 
manner to allow emergency response to be executed even before the occurrence of a release. 
Furthermore, the general acceptance through out Europe of “Safety Requirements on 
Preparedness and Response for a Nuclear or Radiological Emergency” from International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) also calls for solutions of intercompliance. This is the 
perspective in which the ASTRID methodology should be regarded.  

By focussing more on similarities than differences the ASTRID methodology aims at a solution 
that could be acceptable for several reactor types as well as reactor containments, different 
stages of technical designs, but also for use at on-site as well as off-site emergency centres. 
So, the scope of the ASTRID methodology outlines the common fission products barriers and 
interrelated critical safety functions, that is, plant process parameters of importance to address 
for such an assessment of the likely future state of the failed NPP and the resulting source 
term. 

The methodology maps out relevant process parameters and indicators, what and how to 
calculate and a structured way to summarize and conclude on potential source term and likely 
time projections. To suite different user situations, both on-site and off-site as well as size of 
staff, priority and work order is likewise addressed.  

The output from such an assessment is intended to firstly give a basis for decisions on 
necessary urgent protective actions pre release and secondly an input for the sophisticated 
dispersion calculation codes.  

The importance of facilitating cross-competence communications among Emergency 
Preparedness (EP) players is very much a question of efficiency. The advantage of 
harmonized European methods would increase confidence in what is communicated among 
EP organizations but also between countries.  

ASTRID methodology is expected to be independent from national arrangements, from source 
term or radioactive dispersion codes or other tools used. There is no kind of preference with 
regard to mechanistic, deterministic or probabilistic ways of making the assessments though 
alarm criteria and plant parameters are physically based. Actually, combinations might be wise 
to reach the objectives of timeliness in assessments.  
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2. SUMMARY 
The over all objective of the ASTRID methodology is to support the technical expertise with a 
rational work structure suitable for nuclear power plant emergencies that could be commonly 
understood and acceptable to most. The methodology is based on a common approach on 
work elements and their structure as well as a work process of the various emergency 
response teams in case of an accident in a LWR – within the variety of reactor and 
containment design. This could also facilitate communications between organizations. 
Furthermore, the work documents and reports (and output files) out of the methodology and 
code may serve as efficient means of information for Emergency Management. 

2.1 Barrier concept and barrier protecting functions  

Restricting the approach to only three barriers, in spite of the fact that many organizations take 
into consideration more than three barriers, opens up better ways of dealing with differences in 
reactor and containment designs. This way also other modes of operation than power 
operation could be considered:  

• RCS closed covers cold and warm shutdown states to 100 % power 

• RCS open covers refuelling situations when vessel lid is lift off but fuel still in the 
vessel 

• Fuel pool covers unloaded fuel, and to an extent also what is in the pools of fresh or 
used fuel. 

The concept is in that way very general and could be applied also to other inventories than the 
core inventory. 

 

 RCS closed RCS open Fuel building pool 

1st barrier Fuel matrix and claddings  

2nd barrier Primary system 
envelope 

Elements of the primary 
system containing the 

primary water and sub-
saturated condition of the 

primary water 

Fuel building pool and sub-
saturated condition of 

water in the pool 

3rd barrier Reactor containment, reactor building and its 
extensions 

Fuel building 

 

In the same way, depending on operational state, the containment could be open or closed.  

The peripheral buildings of the reactor building (nuclear auxiliary building, safeguard auxiliary 
building, among others) play a role in containing the radioactive products, notably in accident 
situations characterized by a bypass of the third barrier. In cases where the reactor 
containment is surrounded by a reactor building or a secondary containment this could also be 
taken into consideration as a quality factor of the third barrier. 

Each barrier is the boundary of a control volume or, as is the case with e.g. the fuel, number of 
volumes (fuel pins) that are grouped. These control volumes are subjects of calculations.  
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Looking at the fission product transport the fission products are all within the fuel and cladding 
from the start, as a result of fissions during reactor operation. In which composition and to 
what amount depends on fuel qualities and use.  

It can thus be noted that there can only be a significant release of radioactive particles into the 
environment if at least two barriers are defective. 

2.2 Common work process 

The work process aims at assessing fission products contained by each of the three barriers, 
as described above, how they may be transported and reduced and in the extreme leaked to 
the environment.  

Starting with release from the core inventory work process should keep track of fission 
products contained by the cladding and released to the primary circuit. Correspondingly work 
process should keep track of the primary circuit content of fission products, retention in 
primary water and on surfaces and release of fission products to the containment or, in case of 
bypass, other building volume or environment. Then keeping track of the fission products in 
the containment, content on surfaces, in the gaseous phase and in water, to give the amount 
available for release to the environment. The total amount of air born fission products leaking 
to the environment is the source term on which protective actions should be based.  

Analyses are performed by assessing each barrier through the state of the barrier protecting 
functions. This gives three different diagnoses that together constitute the current situation.   

2.3 On-site vs. off-site use of ASTRID 

Methodology may not exclude situations with poor manpower to be applicable, that is, may not 
be dependent on huge staff of experts. All analyst groups start with few experts, as 
organisational time may cover hours, and it must not delay start of work.  

Crises centres have the advantage of expertise and detailed knowledge of phenomena, whilst 
on-site emergency analyst groups have the detailed insights of NPP design and design basis 
accident scenario. 

It seems also that the direct access to ongoing accident management is an advantage for the 
on-site users, especially when symptom based Emergency Operating Procedures (SAMGs) 
are used in the later phase. From the methodology point of view situation would improve if also 
accident management could be taken into consideration in a structured way. 
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3. COMMON VIEW 

3.1 Barrier concept (transformable to reactor types)  

1ST BARRIER - FUEL AND CLADDING, FUEL MATRIX 

General description of the first barrier 

The first barrier, which prevents fission product releases to the environment, is 
the fuel itself contained in the cladding. The fuel pellets are made of ceramic 
material with the ability to retain fission products except noble gases and volatile 
elements. If the cladding is leak tight all fission products will be kept in the fuel 
rod. However, if a fuel rod is overheated and the cladding damaged the noble 
gases and other volatile species will leak out from the fuel rod.  

At temperatures above 900 °C, the reaction between steam and zirconium in the 
cladding becomes important. This reaction is exothermic and will therefore speed 
up the rate of core degradation. If the temperature rises to 2850 °C, the UO2 in 
the fuel will melt. In such a case all the fission products will be released to the 
primary system. 

In most cases the residual power and the exothermal reaction between steam 
and zirconium are the only contributions to the energy production during melt 
down of the core. However, there are also scenarios, where a substantial amount 
of energy is added from fissions in the core. Examples of such cases are re-criticality in a 
BWR during re-flooding of the core after melt down of the control rods and in a PWR a boron 
dilution accident. 

Parameters of importance to inventory of fission products 

The potential release of activity from the fuel to the primary system is determined by the 
inventory of fission products and the residual power.  

They depend on the following quantities: 

• Mass of the fuel in the core  

• Power density in the fuel 

• Enrichment and composition of fuel 

• Average burn-up and burn-up distribution in the core 

• Power history of the reactor 

• Refuelling strategies 

Both the inventory of fission products and the residual power are proportional to the mass of 
the fuel in the core and to the power density in the fuel. The enrichment of the fuel has a minor 
impact on the inventory. However, the difference between uranium oxide and MOX is more 
important. The build-up of fission products increases with the burn-up of the fuel. Finally, the 
inventory depends on the power history of the reactor. 

There are differences between the three main types of reactors, BWR, PWR and VVER. 
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Conclusions on 1st barrier concept: 
The first barrier consists of the fuel matrix and the cladding. Of importance to the ASTRID 
methodology and its portability to reactor types is the following:  

• Core fuelling strategy, core dimensions, core thermal power 
• Fuel mass and type, fuel power distribution, fuel fission products content 
• Cladding mass and type, gap gaseous fission products content 

Possible states of the first barrier in accidental conditions: 
• Intact No cladding failure 
• Degraded Cladding failure 
• Failed Core melt 
• Threatened Insufficient core cooling 
• Not known Spurious indications 

Modes of failure: 
• Excessive production of energy (criticality) 
• Loss of cooling / heat removal 

 
Parameters of importance to barrier (cladding and fuel failure) 

Failed or partially failed reactor scram: In the event of scram rods not completely reaching their 
in-positions on reactor scram the heat produced will exceed the residual heat curve thereby 
making core heat-up rate and sequence of events faster.    

Cladding failure: Gaseous fission products in the gap may leave the fuel as a consequence of 
mechanical or thermal cracking. Scenario with global cladding failure is not assumed to be 
relevant as core centre fuel elements are expected to have degraded further than cladding 
failure before peripheral fuel cladding fail. 

Fuel melt: Core heat-up to the extent that the core looses its geometry and relocates is 
expected to proceed in a successive order starting in central positions. Core heat-up of the 
uncovered fuel takes place above the two-phase flow.  
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2ND BARRIER – RCPB: THE REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY BOTH 
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT 

The second barrier consists of the reactor pressure vessel and all operational and safety 
systems that are connected to and pressurized from the reactor. In practice this means a 
“roomy” definition that may cover nearly any kind of LWR design.  

However, differences may be of the greatest importance when it comes to modes of barrier 
failure.  

General description of 2nd barrier in different reactor types 

- The PWR primary system inside the 
containment is the RPV and RCS but also 
PRZ, PORVs and blow down tank, 
connections to accumulators, HPSI and 
LPSI, CVCS, RWST and other systems. 
Those connecting systems have to an extent 
pipes and components outside the 
containment wall. This means the RCPB is 
not completely surrounded by the reactor 
containment, but is exceeding this third 
barrier, thereby creating the risk of potential 
containment bypass. Such piping could be 
expected to have both check valves and 
isolation valves for which state may depend 
on scenario and mode of operation. 

 
Figure: 
PWR primary circuit principle. To be noted is the fact that parts of the RCPB are situated outside the 
containment (red) as well as the secondary side of the steam generators which belongs to the third barrier. 
 

- In the VVER 440/213 design the primary system is a pressurized circuit working at 123 bar 
operating pressure and contains a vessel type reactor and 6 symmetrically connected loops. 
One main cooling pump (MCP), one steam-generator (SG), two main isolation valves (MIV) 
and the connecting pipeline belong to one loop. Another very important element of the primary 
circuit is the pressurizer connected to one of the six loops.  

 
Figure: The VVER-440/213 primary circuit 
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FWS

AFWS

ECCS

RRS

- The BWR primary system inside the containment 
consists mainly of the RPV and connecting piping for 
main steam system, reactor pressure relief system, a 
number of cooling systems along with systems for 
normal operation, such as reactor water clean-up 
system.  

The most important difference between the BWR 
generations, from the ASTRID point of view, is the 
designs with external reactor recirculation loops or 
internal recirculation pumps. In case of the latter pipe 
break accidents on large pipes connecting to the RPV 
below top of core level could be excluded. That is, loss 
of coolant beneath top of core must be from water 
boiling, as is the case in PWRs. Those designs are 
more tolerant to LOCA, which extends the period of 
time to core uncovery and degradation. 

In case of the BWRs with external recirculation loops 
large LOCAs could not be excluded. Such an event 
could be of the same grade of severity and time 
projection as of a RPV failure. Accident progression is 
then depending on core spray functions and accident 
management.   

Correspondingly, BWRs also have parts of the RCPB 
outside the containment. Given scram conditions and 
set points give the opening and closing of containment 
isolation valves which, in a way, fulfil the RCPB but 
also the containment barrier. Consequently, in BWRs 
isolation function is of importance not only to the 
containment barrier but also to the RCPB barrier as the 
primary system integrity is by design lost on opening of 
the pressure relief valves.  

Figure (right): 
ASEA-Atom designed BWRs reactors, primary and safety 
system: the occurrence of BWRs with external loops 
accounts for about 40 % of the BWRs in Europe.  

 
Figure (right - below): 
Reactor pressure vessel with the large nozzles in the bottom for the 4-8 
recirculation loops (RRS). Of importance to reactor and primary system retention 
of fission products are all the “gear”, steam separators and dryers above the 
core. 
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Difference of importance to the 2nd barrier 

The PWR and also VVER primary circuit have the heat sink capability within the circuit, that is, 
the steam generators could remove the residual heat as long as there is coolant on both 
primary and secondary side.  

In the BWRs, on the other hand, the heat sink capability involves the condensation pool. So, 
on containment isolation the RCPB integrity is broken with the opening of blow down valves 
and heat is transferred to the condensation 
pool from which water is again fed into the 
reactor pressure vessel, thereby creating a 
circuit. This situation could be maintained as 
long as there is core cooling. Condensation 
pool cooling transfer then the heat to the sea 
or cooling tower. 

In a way the BWR solution corresponds to a 
PWR situation with primary feed-and-bleed 
and containment spray recirculation water 
cooling via the sump. 

Consequently, calculations on the second 
barrier must take into account this circuit 
integrating the barriers 2 and 3. 

 
Figure: 
BWR Heat sink capability as a result of dump block and containment isolation. Heat is transferred via the 
condensation pool to the sea or to a cooling tower. 
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Conclusions on 2nd barrier concept 
 
The 2nd barrier consists of the reactor coolant pressure boundary both inside and outside 
the containment. The envelope of the 2nd barrier may change during an accident depending 
on the operation of the connected systems. 

Possible states of the second barrier in accidental conditions: 
• Intact No signs of leak, pressure normal for mode of operation 
• Degraded Primary water leaks but is compensated 
• Failed Primary system integrity lost, primary water leaking to inside/outside 

(bypass) 
• Threatened Primary system pressure not controlled 
• Not known Spurious indications 

Failure modes relevant for the 2nd barrier: 
• Mechanical failure 
• Valve(s) opening 
• Pump seals overheating 

Considerations 
Principal description of the concept of the second barrier shows that substantial differences in 
design can be handled within the approach. However, the importance of a barrier break and 
the means to prevent it from happening may differ. See further on the headline “2nd barrier 
critical safety functions”. 

Primary system integrity: In PWRs and VVERs an intact primary system means by 
definition coolant is there. Given there is no primary system break PRZ safety valve opening 
is the potential loss of integrity and coolant. Concerning BWR primary system integrity, see 
Containment isolation and heat sink below. 

Core cooling and mass content: In principal mass content in PWRs and VVERs could be 
compared to reactor water level in BWRs. However, core spray systems may prevent core 
heat-up in the latter in a feed and bleed situation even without an actual water content. What 
is common to the reactor types is the need to transfer heat produced in the core to a heat 
sink. That calls for the existence of coolant.  

Containment isolation: In BWRs isolation signals close not only the containment but also the
RCPB. As heat sink capabilities involve the condensation pool heat is transferred through 
safety relief valves and blow down lines to the pool. In PWRs and VVERs on the other hand, 
isolation signals do not make (SGs) the heat sink unavailable. 

Heat sink: PWRs and VVERs can dispose of heat sink through the steam generators as long 
as there is primary and secondary water. When SGs no longer are available heat is disposed 
of via the RHRS in PWRs and via the containment cooling circuits as in BWRs. In BWRs on 
the other hand heat is disposed of via the condensation pool which calls for available coolers 
in the intermediate and sea water cooling circuits.   
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3RD BARRIER - REACTOR CONTAINMENT, REACTOR BUILDING AND CONTAINMENT 
FILTERED VENTING SYSTEM 

 
Containments considered 

There are considerable differences between NPPs in Europe concerning reactor 
containments. This goes for not only the reactor types, but also for generations, or stages of 
technical development, within one reactor type category.  

ONE VOLUME TYPE – Typical for this group is the French PWR containment that also is 
equivalent to the Westinghouse PWR containments. They are large and during normal 
operation also dry. 

Containments of this type are only partly surrounded by a building (e.g. fuel building) which in 
theory makes a leak path directly to the atmosphere possible. 

The VVER type of containment, often described as confinement or hermetic zone, also 
belongs to this group. Another name is “accident localization systems” which consists of a 
group of rooms that could withstand overpressure and are equipped with depressurization and 
capabilities of steam condensation with sprays and bubble tower. 
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TWO VOLUMES TYPE – Typical for this group is the early 
BWR containment with one drywell and one wetwell. The 
General Electric Mark I and 2 containments and the AA 
generation I, II and III containments belong to this 
group. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THREE VOLUMES TYPE – Typical for the group 
is the modern BWR containment with one 
upper and one lower drywell and one wetwell 
consisting of an annular condensation pool. 
GE Mark III, the German KWU S69 and 72 
and AA generations 4 and 5 belong to this 
group. 
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MORE THAN THREE VOLUMES TYPE – An example of this group is the German Konvoi type 
containment that consists of a large number of rooms or volumes.  

In fact this type of containment (see fig.) behaves like the one volume type of the PWRs 
described above, because the compartments, partly separated by doors, flaps or rupture disks 
pressurize more or less after opening of these devices during LOCA.  

 

 

Figure: German Konvoi containment 

An important feature is the rather leak tight containment steel shell (primary containment) and 
the secondary concrete containment, so called double containment. The atmosphere of the 
annulus in between is sucked in case of an accident by an emergency ventilation system, 
blowing leakages via dry emergency filters to the stack. The possible fission product release 
paths are mainly via the surrounding reactor building or the turbine hall. 

Different performance on withstanding pressure 

Existing reactor containments perform quite differently when it comes to pressure. Maximum 
pressure, design margins not taken into account, seems to differ from 0.2 to 0.7 MPa, that is, 
when pressure relief valves are expected to open. This also relates to the capability to 
condensate steam (by sprays, pools, ice condensers, bubble towers) and transfer heat to the 
outside.  

Situations that could provoke an over pressurization of containment are, besides transients 
like hydrogen burn, steam explosions or melt through pressure spikes, insufficient heat 
transfer from the containment and pressure built up by non-condensable gases and steam in 
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case of melt – sump water contact: in case of BWRs, also failed pressure-suppression 
function.  

Nominal leak from integral containment tests serve as leak default value. Pressure used in 
containment integral tests differs a lot from one design to the other, which gives a variety also 
in nominal leak. If test results are not available design values could be used. 

Containment failure modes 

• Containment open as a result of mode of operation 

• Containment open as a result of failed isolation 

• Containment opens as a result of accident sequence of events 

Containment atmosphere differences 

PWR and VVER containments are during normal power operation air filled. BWR 
containments on the other hand have an inerted atmosphere. The atmosphere is inerted 
during start-up, in some plants somewhere between 5 and 65 % reactor power.  

Containment filtered pressure relief systems (containment venting) 

There are mainly three types of arrangements that are considered in the ASTRID approach. 
Main motives for making filtered venting a part of the 3rd barrier is the following: 

• The filters may largely contribute to the fission products reduction 

• The relief system may prevent containment over-pressurization endangering an 
uncontrolled fission products release path that could not be re-closed 

• Some filter types with additives to control pH may reduce fission products not normally 
solved in water 

• Large volume filter contribute also to more favourable time projections on radioactive 
release 

There are also other differences in design and use of filter arrangements. The use of filters is 
restricted by regulations in some countries. 

Surrounding buildings 

Containments are partly or totally surrounded by other buildings. In case of the latter this is 
often referred to as the “secondary containment”. Of importance to the detection of leaks is 
temperature and radioactivity monitoring which also may restrict entrance and possibilities to 
local operation of system objects. 

Isolation function  

See further “3rd BARRIER – Critical Safety Functions”. (also described as CSF barrier 
protecting function). 
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Conclusions on the 3rd barrier concept 

The third barrier consists of the reactor containment, the reactor building and the 
containment filtered venting systems.  
 
Of importance to the ASTRID methodology is the following: 

• Containment leak rate 
• Spray system operation and heat sink capabilities 
• Abnormal leak exceeding nominal leak 
• Potential bypass modes 
• Fission products behaviour 

Possible states of the third barrier in accidental conditions: 
• Intact No signs of leak path, pressure/temperature controlled 
• Degraded Pressure reasonably controlled, diffuse leaks or leak path through 

filtered venting that could be re-closed. 
• Failed Containment open as a result of sequence of event or mode of 

operation, bypass 
• Threatened Containment pressure increasing and cooling insufficient or unavailable 
• Not known Spurious indications 

Modes of failure to be considered: 
• Failed isolation 
• Over-pressurization 
• Containment bypass 

 

Considerations 

Differences in designs of importance to the concept could be reasonably handled within the 
approach. The most demanding containment issue is to assess the relative leak tightness as 
there is no instrumentation to sum up such a value. However, driving leak parameters 
pressure /temperature could be well assessed. See further on “3rd BARRIER – Critical safety 
functions”. 
Control volumes: One, two or more volumes could be handled within the approach as well 
as different solutions to condensate steam through sprays, pressure-suppression, ice 
condensers in order to control pressure/temperature.  

Containment isolation: As isolation logics are very complex ways of making certain isolation 
is successful are very time consuming as there is a large amount of isolation valves that both 
open and close depending on the nature of the accident. Therefore containment leak 
indicators, such as pressure, temperature and radiation monitoring in adjacent rooms, must 
be given much attention.    

Containment extensions: To minimize the number of barriers in the approach the contain-
ment barrier also consists of surrounding buildings and filtered pressure relief arrangements. 
In a simplified manner these could be applied as containment quality factors, e.g. “conditional 
FP reduction”.  

Fission products behaviour and reduction mechanisms: To assess fission products within 
the control volumes and their behaviour a relatively large number of sub-calculations are 
needed of which wash-out in spray and pools, chemical reactions, surfaces, gas and water 
phase could be mentioned.   

Transients: Transients that could provoke a threat to the containment is mainly pressure 
spikes deriving from core re-flooding, RPV melt through and hydrogen explosion. Such an 
occurrence could not easily be calculated with accuracy but, from the emergency prepared-
ness point of view, a situation where conditions make the occurrence of such transients likely 
could be foreseen. 
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3.2 Barrier protecting functions (such as CSF) 

 
1ST BARRIER  
 

• Criticality 

As a default shutdown of a reactor is expected to reduce power so that only residual heat must 
be taken into account in the calculations. This is accomplished by the reactor scram system 
bringing the control rods to the in-position and also by injection of boron. This should give a 
start off point with sub-critical conditions and only residual power to calculate on. 

However, from the EP point of view shutdown functions may fail. Failure to scram completely 
due to e.g. stuck rods or re-criticality due to boron dilution or other reactivity factor influence 
should be taken into account.  

In a severely degraded core state exothermal reactions, such as metal-water reactions, 
exceed the residual power production. This needs to be considered. 

• Core cooling 

As heat is produced in the fuel this must be removed not to contribute to fuel temperature 
increase. Two phenomena could influence the fuel and cladding temperature; an increase in 
heat produced by the reactor core and/or failure to function in the fuel cooling systems. 

All NPPs have multiple cooling systems (ECCS), often both redundant and diversified, which 
could serve the purpose to feed the reactor: in PWR e.g. safety injection systems (HP and LP), 
RHRS and in BWR e.g. aux. feed water system, ECCS, core spray systems. 

As BWR primary system has water and steam “regions” the intermediate two-phase flow also 
have a cooling capability. This means the steam cooled zone of a partly uncovered core is still 
cooled. Fuel and cladding temperature increase occurs where the surface is dried-out. 
Consequently, core degradation of a completely uncovered core could be avoided with core 
spray in operation. 

Of relevance to all LWRs is a situation with disturbance in the coolant flow, which can cause 
fuel damage. Such a scenario develops very fast (few minutes) and is monitored by primary 
water radioactivity measurements.  

Core cooling parameters are extremely important to source term assessment and calculations. 

• Mass content 

One condition for core cooling is that the coolant must be there. Therefore, to prevent cladding 
dry-out water inventory of primary system is a “function” of importance. This is an important 
subject of interest in the PWRs and VVERs where reactor vessel water level measurements 
are not always available. See further the next headline “2nd Barrier – Critical safety functions”. 
Concerning BWRs see above. 

If the formalism of the barrier approach is applied on fuel stored in pools the CSFs are 
correspondingly: heat produced - water inventory in the spent fuel pool – cooling (and 
secondary cooling) functions. The difference, however, there is no pressure boundary (2nd 
barrier) and no reactor containment (3rd barrier) but a fuel building or “reactor pool hall”.  
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2ND BARRIER  
 

• Reactor and primary system pressure relief and integrity 

In case of a transient during reactor operation, pressure relief and safety valves contribute to 
the function of reducing primary system pressure. In PWRs these valves are situated on top of 
the pressurizer in one SG loop. The case is similar in the VVERs.  

In the BWRs pressure relief and safety valves are located on each main steam line between 
the reactor pressure vessel and the containment isolation valves. Pressure relief capacity must 
be considered, also for primary system that has gone solid with water. Pressure relief is 
expected to range in the early part of a scenario, that is, as a rapid consequence of the reactor 
scram.  

However, other situations must also be considered: failure to function may over pressurize 
RCPB and/or prevent feed water or safety injections from performing. A primary system with a 
relief or safety valve stuck open has lost its integrity and thereby the barrier has also failed. 
Melt through of a pressurized vessel should be avoided. 

In a way pressure relief function is a component or condition for other CSFs which, 
consequently, must be taken into consideration for calculations of the source term and its time 
projection. 

• Heat sink and secondary heat sink 

PWRs and VVERs have as a design solution the steam generators, two to six, in loops 
connecting to the reactor pressure vessel. As long as there is primary and secondary coolant, 
heat could be transferred and released to the atmosphere via the relief valves on the steam 
lines. However, unavailability or failure on the secondary side or internal pipe break accidents 
(in case of large break LOCA) gives situations where heat instead is transferred to the 
containment. Also in such cases heat must be removed. With the use of ice condensers or 
bubble towers in VVERs and containment spray and sump recirculation in PWRs steam could 
be condensed and heat transferred to the sea or cooling tower via heat exchangers.  

Consequently, availability and operability of cooling circuits, secondary and intermediate, is 
crucial to the heat transfer ability and must therefore be components in the methodology and 
calculations of the 2nd barrier.  

 
3RD BARRIER  
 
The safety functions protecting the third barrier consist of the following distinct functions: 

• The reactor containment isolation which is the safety logic that mechanically close all 
isolation valves in pipes penetrating the containment wall. Isolation signals may also 
initiate alterations in e.g. ventilation systems and other systems of importance, mostly 
of the kind “stop and close” but also “start and open” when it comes to stand-by safety 
systems. 

• The containment cooling and available heat sink is the functions that remove the heat 
produced in the core and transferred to the containment to prevent temperature and 
pressure in the containment from rising. As previously described in BWRs the 
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condensation pool in the lower containment is part of the circuit in removing residual 
heat even with an intact primary system.   

• The composition of the containment atmosphere is not a function in the same sense 
as the others but merely a subject of importance to the integrity of the third barrier. In 
case of a severely damaged core the hydrogen concentration in the containment 
atmosphere may go high with the risk of hydrogen burn or explosion that might cause 
an opening or leak path that could not possibly be re-closed. Further to this, the 
composition of the atmosphere also has an influence on fission product behaviour and 
the efficiency of retention mechanisms that are important to source term assessment.  

Consequently, of the three barriers the third “containment” has a great many components and 
parameters that has to be taken into account in the assessment of source term. With the 
boundary factors laid out previously the barrier also consist of reactor building surrounding the 
containment and, as an extension, also the containment filtered venting systems. Containment 
building is partly or fully surrounding the containment and constitutes in a sense a prolonged 
leak path through the barrier on which e.g. a filter factor could be applied. Rooms adjacent to 
the containments are normally fairly well monitored which is important to the detection of a 
potential leak path. Concerning the venting filters in most cases they could be applied to the 
methodology and calculations as filter factors of different qualities.  

• Containment isolation 

Isolation of the containment is an automatic function that is time consuming to verify. 
Nevertheless, the importance of closing the containment to create the pressure resistant 
barrier for radioactive fission products is of utmost importance. In most if not all cases, checks 
of the automatic isolation function is a normal plant process computer routine which is checked 
by operators but takes time to verify valve by valve. However, sequence of events and also 
accident management: pressure spikes and such may call for frequent update.   

• Containment cooling 

As previously described PWRs with primary system integrity broken and in BWRs heat 
transfer chain core – spray – pool – pool cooling – heat sink, also account for many systems 
that contribute to the function containment cooling. Normally, with few exceptions, containment 
sprays are designed with good margins. The importance of spray cooling of the containment 
atmosphere and pools derive from not only controlling pressure/temperature but also fission 
products wash-out to the extent they are water soluble. The cooling influence of time 
projections is of great importance even in cases when only diffuse leaks have to be 
considered.   

• Atmospheric composition 

In case of the reactor core being extensively damaged large amounts of hydrogen are 
produced. Under certain conditions the atmosphere will be burnable and the risk of hydrogen 
explosion may occur. This could provoke a threat to the barrier integrity. Such potential 
situations should be anticipated in the calculations.  

 
Further, radioactivity monitoring in the containment atmosphere is a reliable and rapid way of 
detecting fission product release from the core and primary system. As fission products are 
“fast”, an increased activity concentration indicates very precisely the start of cladding failures 
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and core degradation. Also hydrogen concentration in the atmosphere is used to assess core 
degradation. However, on-line monitoring is not always the case. 

Of importance to all reactor types is the behaviour of emitted iodine (I2). Iodine is expected to 
react with other materials in the containment and to an extent form organics that are not 
soluble in spray water or pools unless pH is kept high, about 10.  Consequently, keeping track 
of parameters of importance to trapping iodine that largely contribute to the source term is 
important. 

 

 

 

Conclusions on barrier protecting functions 
 
Conclusions on the 1st barrier protecting functions 

The first barrier protecting functions are the following: 
- Sub-criticality 
- Core heat removal 
- Mass content 

 

Conclusions on the 2nd barrier protecting functions 

The second barrier protecting function is the following: 
- RCPB integrity 
- Reactor coolant system heat removal 

 
Conclusions on the 3rd barrier protecting functions 

The third barrier protecting functions are the following: 
- Containment isolation 
- Containment cooling 
- Atmosphere composition 
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4. COMMON WORK PROCESS 

4.1  Principles of assessment (acceptable at on-site and off-site crises centres for 
two to ten users) 

To assess the state of the barriers with ASTRID approach during an ongoing emergency there 
is a need of structure and organization. NPPs have alarm criteria that trigger EP organizations 
to allocate resources and start to work. Alarm criteria tell on what plant conditions EP 
organizations are supposed to be called in. Checks of the criteria are often a part of the 
emergency operating procedures (EOP) in the NPP’s central control room. As previously 
described the CSFs protecting the barriers are the following:  

Barrier and CSF overview 

 1st BARRIER 2ND BARRIER 3RD BARRIER 
DESCRIPTION Core, fuel and 

cladding 
Reactor coolant pressure 
boundary 

Reactor containment, reactor building 
and venting filter 

Sub-criticality Primary system 
pressure relief and 
integrity 

Containment isolation 

Core cooling Heat sink Containment cooling 

CRITICAL 

SAFETY 

FUNCTIONS 
Mass content  Atmospheric condition 

 
The barrier state could be described with the following nomenclature: 

Barrier failure modes 

1st BARRIER 2nd BARRIER 3rd BARRIER 
Mode Comment Mode Comment Mode Comment 
Intact No cladding 

failure 

Intact No signs of leak, 
pressure normal for 
mode of operation 

Intact No signs of leak path and 
pressure/temperature 
controlled 

Degraded Cladding failure Degraded Primary water leaks 
but is compensated 

Degraded Pressure reasonably 
controlled with diffuse leaks or 
leak path through filtered 
venting that could be 
reclosed. 

Failed Core melt Failed Primary system 
integrity lost and 
primary water is 
leaking to inside or 
outside (bypass) 

Failed Containment open as a result 
of sequence of event or mode 
of operation. Bypassed cont. 

Threatened Insufficient core 
cooling 

Threatened Primary system 
pressure not controlled 

Threatened Containment pressure 
increasing and cooling 
insufficient or unavailable 

Not known Spurious 
indications 

Not known Spurious indications Not known Spurious indications 

 
Also critical safety functions need to be described as functional or operational modes for 
practical reasons. Those are safety systems often in a stand-by mode to be started when 
certain conditions are met. This means you cannot be certain of their performance until start is 
requested but from the operators point of view operability could be verified. 
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Safety system modes 

Safety system 
mode 

Comments 

Available Stand-by system not yet requested to start 
Performing This means e.g. 2 x 50 % objects in operation in an NPP with 4 subdivisions or 1 

x 100 % in an NPP with 2-subs. 
Performance 
degraded 

This means e.g. one out of two requested objects operate or objects operate at 
low efficiency. 

Failure to function Means total loss of function. 
Function not 
known 

E.g. indications not clear, manoeuvring circuits faulty 

4.2  Elements of work path 

Fundamentally, source term assessment is to calculate the amount of fission products in the 
core, how they may be emitted, transported and retained on their way through primary system 
and the containment to the atmosphere. This is done by studying the fission products barriers, 
what is supporting them and what is between them.  

Generally, there are five “work stations”, inventory/core – primary system – reactor 
containment/building – Emergency overview / assessment summary – reports/output files. 
When it comes to work order logic says start with the source, the core. This is an example: 

Inventory/core Variety of inventory is not that large given power operation has been 
ongoing for some time or recently stopped. Shutdown inventories could 
be easily pre calculated. Other inventories like fuel pool could be 
addressed principally the same way as the core, but barriers are not the 
same and CSFs are others. Objects of calculation are: Core uncovery 
and heat-up - Core degradation - Core relocation - Vessel melt through 
- Melt coolability. 

Primary system Objects of calculation are: RCPB Pressure - Water content/level - 
Retention 

Reactor containment Objects of calculation are: Thermo hydraulics - Condensation/cooling - 
Retention – Fission products behaviour 

Emergency overview Objects of calculation are: Barrier and critical safety functions states - 
Ongoing calculations - Rapid change signaling - Data set time stamps - 
Assessment update functions 

Assessment summary Objects of work are: Work overview - Resulting source term - Time  
   scales. 

Reports/output files Objects of work are: Different kinds of pre-fabricated reports - 
Transmission of output files - Staff briefing. 
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4.3 Diagnosis  

Diagnosis 

On starting the ASTRID work process it is essential to establish what state the plant has 
degraded to. To an extent this could be made automatically or with manual checks of barriers 
and barrier protecting functions.  

Diagnosis says what is momentarily the case and thereby doesn’t cover time projections. It 
may be the case that the situation is recognised as a well-studied PSA scenario which gives a 
clue of source term magnitude and time projection. However, PSAs are made on analyst 
assumptions to assess risks but could prove useful on assessing further failure. See below.   

4.4 Prognosis – Expected evolution and further failure 

Prognosis 

Given barrier state is known as well as safety systems performing or not, the question is what 
will happen with time? Prognosis calculations are made to assess what will happen if safety 
functions are not re-established and what is the time projection. Typical questions to address 
are; how are barrier protecting functions (CSFs) expected to perform with time and how may 
that influence barrier states and fission products. It is also of importance to take into account 
EOPs and operator’s actions.  

Further failure prognosis 

Most likely safety functions are re-established but in the event of not doing so or even 
deterioration goes further with multiple safety system failures assessments get more 
complicated. As an example steam or hydrogen explosions could be mentioned. Both are hard 
to calculate with accuracy so the question is, will the containment withstand the pressure or 
not? This calls for two calculations on source terms, the favourable alternative the containment 
barrier remains intact and the worse alternative the containment opens. 

Another example is a situation where a dependency to a singular function, object or action is 
the case. Core cooling depends on only one pump in operation. What will happen if it stops 
and what is in that case the resulting source term and when? If situation is fragile a further 
failure prognosis is motivated. For this purpose the use of PSAs could help out in finding the 
crucial function/object. 

Also accident management calls for some attention.  

The objective of the further failure prognosis 

The motive for making further failure prognosis is to be prepared if situation gets worse when 
additional failures occur. This enables work structure in assessments and technical 
discussions and, as far as possible, harmonization. If the event occurs, then assessments are 
already made and necessary protective actions are ongoing or could be decided upon very 
quickly. In some cases, the protective actions may be proposed before releases or increase of 
releases, in particular for population located in the area closed to the NPP. 
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Performing a further failure prognosis 

The need to consider a further failure prognosis is examined from the prognosis of accident 
evolution. It will be based on CSF status predictions. CSFs to be examined will mainly depend 
on accident time evolution. Indeed, there is no interest to look further at RCS mass content or 
residual heat removal if the core degradation starts or if it is expected in a very short time. On 
the other hand, looking at CSFs protecting third barrier integrity has no interest if no core 
damage is expected before long time. 

Then, the following rules are proposed: 

• First and second barrier’s protecting functions are examined in a further failure 
prognosis as far as there is no threat of core damage within the next hours. 

• The third barrier’s protecting functions are examined if core damage has occurred or is 
shortly expected to take place. 

Examining CSFs means to check the robustness of the situation, i.e. redundancy in functions 
including supporting systems to rule out e.g. common cause failures. It should be based on the 
predicted CSF status in the next hours. For instance, if core damage is not expected, one 
should check how the following functions will be fulfilled: sub-criticality, heat removal, mass 
content. For each of these CSFs, systems used to ensure the function are carefully listed (this 
is already available from the prognosis). Then, availability of support systems is analyzed. 

If several CSFs are fulfilled by non-redundant means, one should choose as a further failure 
the most pessimistic one. In some cases, estimation by calculation of the impact of several 
failures should be performed.  

Defining a further failure and quantifying its impact in terms of time available before release or 
quantity of releases is relatively simple when speaking about the first and the second barriers. 
To make further failure prognosis on the third barrier is more delicate. Examining the barrier 
state and the CSFs and systems that ensure the integrity is not always sufficient.  

Additional failures such as loss of containment spray systems, residual heat removal, auxiliary 
building ventilation could be considered to increase releases but is not directly linked with a 
function assuring the third barrier integrity.  

For functions, like the containment mechanical isolation, no system is used. Only automatics 
are involved. For this function, the leak tightness must be addressed. Release rate could be 
increased in the following manner: 

• generally, the leak tightness considered in crisis tool is not the limit fixed in the safety 
report, but a value determined on the basis of periodic testing. In a first step, it is 
proposed to consider the release rate of the safety report.  

• if safety report rates are already considered for calculation in a predictive mode, one 
could increase the rate on the basis of existing studies on the behaviour of the 
containment in accidental conditions. 

The risk of hydrogen combustion should be considered as a further failure if the reactor 
containment atmosphere composition is in the combustion zone. 
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Another further failure to be considered is the malfunction of the containment venting systems 
as there could be a difference of several orders of magnitude in direct pressure relief to the 
atmosphere and a filtered one. 

Further failure prognosis may certainly call for very detailed knowledge of both phenomena 
and specific NPP design and safety concept as well as guidance and exercise. 

4.5 Assessing the barriers state and future behaviour 

To assess the barrier states plant process parameters are used. Below are tables that give an 
overview of what indicators to look at. As critical safety functions are not completely the same 
for the reactor types there are two tables. 

CSF failure indicators PWR / VVER 

1st BARRIER 2nd BARRIER 3rd BARRIER 
CSF Indicator CSF Indicator CSF Indicator 
Sub-
criticality 

Rods not in-position, 
boron not injected 
Boron dilution 

Primary 
system 
pressure 
relief and 
integrity  

Primary system 
pressure not 
controlled 
Identify and 
localize primary 
system break   1) 
Primary/second. 
break 2) 
Ext. primary break 
3) 

Contain-
ment 
isolation 

Logics execute automatic 
isolation phase 1 and 2. 
Must be manually checked 
and verified. See also 4)  

Core 
cooling 

Core outlet 
temperature 
increasing, activity 
concentration 
primary water, dose 
rates in containment 
and/or stack 

Heat sink 
(prim.-sec.) 

SG not available 
or lack of 
secondary water 
RHRS 
PZR relief valves 

Contain-
ment 
cooling 

Cooling insufficient or 
unavailable cause 
pressure/temperature 
increase. Intermediate 
cooling circuit failed. 

Mass 
content 

Thermo hydraulics 
in primary system, 
PRZ level,… 

  Atmos-
pheric 
condition 

Containment radiation 
monitoring, humidity, 
hydrogen concentration on-
line measurements 

 
 

  Other Containment leak modes 
and norm, see 4) 

 
1) To identify and localize internal breaks the following is used: 

• Internal break 

Indicator Possible locations Locator / 
indicator 

Assessing break size 

Reduced primary 
pressure 

Top breaks  Mass balance (PRZ 
level fluct.) 

Reduced sub-cooling 
margin 

Pressurizer or PRZ 
valves 

PRZ temperature 
increase 

Containm. pressure 
spike 

PRZ level drop Middle  SI flow rate 
Increase temp/pressure 
containm 

Vessel head break  De-pressurization of 
RCS 

Reduced RWST level Loop break  RPV water level 
change 
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Increased containment 
dose  rate 

RCP seal break Seal water 
temperature 

 

Increased sump level Vessel bottom 
head 

  

 
2) To identify and localize primary/secondary (SG) breaks the following is used: 

• Primary/secondary break (bypass) 

Indicators Possible 
locations 

Locator / indicator 

Increased SG pressure Inside 
containment 

Increased sump level 

Increased SG water level        Increased containm. 
pressure 

Reduced primary 
pressure 

 SG pressure drop 
drastic 

Reduced sub-cooling 
margin 

Outside 
containment 

Mass balance (PRZ 
level fluct.) 

Activity concentration 
secondary side 

 SI flow if constant 
pressure 

  RCS de-
pressurization speed 

 
3) To identify and localize primary break outside containment the following is used: 

• Primary break outside containment (bypass) 

Indicators Possible 
locations 

Locator / indicator 

RWST water level drop SI pumps Increased sump 
activity 

SG water level drop        Increased SI sump 
level 

Reduced primary 
pressure 

RHRS Ocular check 

Reduced sub-cooling 
margin 

  

 
4) To identify and localize containment leak path the following is used: 

• Containment leaks 

Leak modes Possible locations Locator / indicator 
Nominal leak Penetrations Radioactivity 

monitoring 
Uncollected leak Isolation valve 

failure  
Increased dose rates 

Collected leak (from 
containm. to reactor  
or aux. building) 

Reactor building 
penetrations 

Ventilation and stack 
radiation monitoring, 
monitoring of 
contaminated water 

Containment venting 
or filtered venting 

Automatic rupture 
discs or manual 
opening of valves 
to prevent 
containm. over-
pressurization 

Containm. pressure 
and vent. stack 
monitoring 

Containment failure As a result of 
sequence of event. 

On-site and off-site 
radiation monitoring 
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Leak path may be 
impossible to re-
close. 

CSF indicators BWR 

1st BARRIER 2nd BARRIER 3rd BARRIER 
CSF Indicator CSF Indicator CSF Indicator 
Sub-
criticality 

Shutdown successful if 
all rods in in-position 
and boron injected. If 
heat produced exceed 
injected flow shutdown 
might be unsuccess-
ful.. Neutron flux 
readings  

Pressure 
relief 

Primary system pressure 
not controlled 

Containment 
isolation 

Valve checks. Room 
monitoring of pressure/temp. 
and radiation levels.  

Core 
cooling 

ECCS, AFWS and 
CSS failed or 
degraded. 

Heat sink 
(prim.-
sec.) 

Condensation pool 
temperature. Intermediate 
and sea water cooling 
circuit operability. 
Containment DW/WW 
differential pressure and PS 
function.  Spurious 
indications. See also 3rd 
barrier. 

Containment 
cooling 

Condensation pool tempera-
ture and containment spray 
operability; Containment 
pressure increasing if cooling 
insufficient or unavailable. 
Containment DW/WW 
differential pressure and PS 
function.  Spurious indica-
tions. See also 2nd barrier 

Mass 
content, 
reactor 
water 
level  

Reactor water level is 
decreasing below top 
of core (time 
dependent).  

  Atmospheric 
condition 

Hydrogen concentration 

Other Containment noble gas 
concentration indicates 
start of cladding failure. 
Hydrogen concen-
tration indicates core 
degradation. 

    

 

4.7  Calculated vs monitored conditions 

In this section some specific issues related to calculations versus measurements are 
discussed. Some information will be obtained in different ways. Certain quantities are both 
measured and calculated. User of codes should be prepared that discrepancies will be the 
case and also have background documentation in order to make reasonable conclusions from 
such deviations.  

It may also happen that different measured signals give contradictory results. An example is 
measured water level in the core in BWR and activity level in the containment in case of core 
uncovery. Due to limitations in the equipment, the level measurement can indicate that the 
core is cooled even if it is damaged and emission of fission products has occurred. Obviously, 
it is important in such a case to be aware of the shortcomings of certain equipment in an 
accident scenario. 

If deviations between a measured signal and a calculated value is observed it can be 
explained in several ways. It may be caused by bad accuracy in the measurement or by a 
calculation error. Another possibility is that the calculation is made with assumptions, which 
are not congruent with the real accident scenario.  
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It may also be the case that signals, which are intended as input to the calculations, are lost. In 
such a case there is a need to replace the missing information by values which are possible to 
use to perform the calculations.  

Methods to handle these types of problems are needed. To an extent lacking signals could be 
calculated and also deviations could be handled by calculating the accident evolution with 
modified input hypothesis to better explain existing conditions.   

Monitored signals versus sampling results 

It may also be the case sampling gives another impression of the severity of the accident. It 
seems important not to rely on sampling as a necessary information input as the availability of 
rooms and equipments could not be guaranteed during emergencies. If they are available they 
should not be overlooked as a mean to confirm or correct calculations. 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS ON USE 
Limitations 

Crucial to emergency centres is the retrieval and transmission of plant process parameters. It 
is hardly recommended to organise an automatic data transmission from the plant to 
emergency centres in charge of technical assessment.  

In case of an emergency situation, due to a reactor accident, process parameters as 
calculation input could not always be granted. Instrumentation may fail as a result of sequence 
of event or, as in the case of station black out, parameters could be expected only for the 
period of time batteries last. Further the existence of instrumentation, measurement range and 
reliability may restrict calculations or call for extra consideration. It is essential to understand 
the meaning of all indicators available on the plant to diagnose correctly plant status. 

Another issue of importance for the application of the methodology is the dependency to 
accident management and detailed knowledge of emergency operating procedures. Accident 
management must be communicated to the emergency centre as on-line transmission of this 
kind of data is not possible.  

Work process 

The methodology should be regularly applied during the accident, i.e. each 1 hour or each 1 
hour and a half, according to the accident kinetic. At least, each time a new event occurs, it is 
necessary to realize a new diagnosis and prognosis of barriers and CSF’s status. 

Assessment report 

To structure the work of technical teams and to facilitate the dialogue between experts, a 
supporting grid generic for all reactor types has been elaborated (see appendix) and may be 
adapted to each reactor type [1, 2]. The grid could be used as specialist report to inform the 
own organisation and facilitate change of shift among experts. Methodology is valid for 
operator as well as for safety authorities or technical support organisation as far as they have 
sufficient technical competence skills. It is recommended that the methodology be used by the 
different technical teams involved in case of accident and that the assessment results be 
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compared regularly between each others. Supporting grid proposed in appendix could then be 
used to facilitate the dialogue. 
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APPENDIX 

Generic grid supporting the ASTRID methodology application 
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